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Write your submission 

As a local resident of wallan for more than 30 years, having just purchased land to build on in Wallan and 

RECENTLY found out about the proposed quarry. I strongly oppose the planning for It - For the following 

reasons: 

 

-Significant negative impact on the community of Wallan  

- the blasts that are intended to happen from 12-5 Monday to Friday creating structural damage of my new 

home and other community members homes  

- The proposed extraction and processing plant working on Saturdays creating gridlock on the road 

effecting the local markets 

- Creating significant pollution that my children will be subjected too not only from the dust in the air but 

from the heavy vehicles moving the extracted product for 30 years  

- The pollution causing respiratory issues on our sporting grounds such as the oval, bowling green and 

local childcare all in close proximity to the proposed quarry 

- The noise pollution created by the semi trailers along with blasts that will upset the dogs in the area 

- The degradation of the local roads due to heavy vehicle use not to mention the mud, rocks and stones 

that will flick up potentially damaging residents vehicles. 

- Creating even more congestion of the northern highway which will push the already congested traffic 

back onto the Hume freeway and surrounding roads. The traffic that will bank back onto the freeway 

would be in serious danger of a major accident with all vehicles travelling at high speeds on the freeway  

- during holiday travel periods and around 3pm-6pm week days traffic already banks onto the Hume 

freeway so another set of lights half way down the hill will exacerbate the dangers of stopped cars on the 

Hume freeway 

- The environmental impact to species of critically endangered Golden Sun Moth in the area and any 

other wildlife that inhabits that land  

- Irreparable Damage to the natural springs, flora and fauna  

- The negative impact of health of the community  






